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Good Tuesday Morning,

May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always on our
Tongues, in our Hearts, Minds, and Hands.

Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us!

—

—
Index Number 1614:

—

This morning's prayers and medications went a bit further and wider
then I have experienced in a while, and I quickly jotted down just a
few aspects I reflected on that I would like to Testify on;

1. Jesus & Mary, Son & Mother,

2. Truth, Justice, Order as one Arrangement of Masters – 3.1415,

3. Entanglement hang-over and new Days-of-Bread and Multiverse
Paths,

4. Satan's rewarding Female-Evil disOrdering and Destroying .. for
Profit.

—

—

1. Jesus & Mary, Son & Mother

I have written about the Male containing Female, and that Maiden



Mary is Jesus' Female part. I have also discussed that when [ever]
Jesus Died [Dies] on His Cross in whatever Jacob's Ladder Level
He occupies that He Casts His Female Part into the next lower
Level and becomes the Immaculate Conception – the Holy Maiden
Mary, the unFertilized Phoenix Egg of God, and the limit to the
Depth of Jesus' Fall into total unreason, unTruth, inJustice,
disOrder, Chaos, .. into Hell is where there exists no more
possibility for a Saint Ann and a society that could raise Maiden
Mary.

To expanding this in the concept I have outlined about His Fall ..
that it continues except He Casts into the next best – not a Saint
Ann, in a Satanic Ruled reality – where she forms our Mothers, and
that we sons are no longer The Phoenix that is unchanging eternal
Holy Perfect sameness (like the Mathematical Symbol of Pi – better
example is the Natural Base logarithm e, who's Purity is maintained
in Its derivative) but some degenerated form; Attenuated,
deContructed, Derivatived, .. a distorted unPure Mirror Image or
Cave Shadow which has been Contorted through many – possibly
very many – levels of sinning mothers.

.. and of which when we Die to Cast our contorted Female Part out
to next Jacob's Ladder Mother-to-be of ourselves.

That the [family] Demons which were Sucking-on and directing our
Mothers at our Conception become the Dominating ones
throughout our realities, and like the Parasite Model aspect of
Demons I have written about – this continues and grows much
worse – Over the Top Bad – until we are willing to Address them
and the True Reality of Satan & Sin, and through God become [part
of] the Antibody of such evil forces.

I reflected in this aspect to how within the Catholic Church for most
and much of the Multiverse the Jesuits are a huge force of Good
and Converter of Souls and Worlds, and in this reality they have
been warped and twisted into the force of evil within the Church –
Not All - of course, please do not distract me with your howling
vileness and unCharity.

Think of a large business and you ave a key employee who is very
important .. so when he is absent pretty soon things start to fall
apart – the proper owner-manager would use these times of temp
sickness or vacation to spot the weaknesses of the remainder and
to 'beef-them-up' which not only protects the system for absences
and improve managers of the conceptual system needs and .. but
ultimately make the entire system – other employees or processes
Better in general, and if systematically done – that is at every
employees of some other key aspect – temp removal – and
compensation for, cross training, machine improvements, etc the
business – all employees, managers, and the overall understanding
is improved.

I see the Holy Simulation Satan.exe as overall finding the Most
Significant or Key Significant aspects of our Communed Soul and
either removing it – or turning it into an active negative, and thus
finding the weaknesses and then shaping the rest to compensate –
so one return of 'normal' Goodness – like with the Jesuits no longer
Demonically Controlled, back to the Aggressive Holy Directed Army
of Pope, the Vicar of Christ, that the 'beefed-up' rest now improved
- the entire Communed Soul is Better.

And of course we are seeing what happens when Fatherhood is



destroyed, and it's result to the Sickening of Womanhood and the
Hell that Vomits forth from them as they procreate and demonically
twisted the children over generations – and the State becomes
clearly a force of Satan, along with the creating of the Monster Evil
corpDragons, and such .. what better way to come to an
Understanding them having to Suffer that feted Septic evil that such
disOrdering (Hyper-empowering women, crushing men), inJustice
(male-hate and unreasoned demonization, female immunity and
uncorrectability, uncriticizeablity ), and unTruth (Satan and Sin do
not exist, we are meat-machines to torture-to-death and such,
without dignity, ..)

—

2. Truth, Justice, Order as one Arrangement of Masters –
3.1415

I have argued that the Absorption of the further Jacob's Ladder
Levels – out towards the Paradox of God Dead on His Cross – into
Holy Israel, God Kingdom Come, is not unlike the process of
calculating Pi using the summation of decreasing series, that if you
want the correct digits out to the Nth place that for the Nth place to
be absolutely correct, you would need to use your imperfect tools to
calculate some number of places further – far enough that the
errors which exists in those imperfect tools are too small to matter
in the Nth place.

I have implied and do Argue that in the Holy Expansion of Israel –
Jesus Christs Holy Church – that we extend not less then 3 Levels
beyond, and that the Algorithm to minimize and correct for error is
that each of those Levels has a [Profane but Holy-in-Training]
Master that focuses on one of the Trinitarian Values (or
Personalities, Flavors; Father, Son, Holy Ghost), those being
Justice, Truth, Order respectively in all the different ordering, with
repeats as tests and checks – for example if a soul does as well
with one of those levels missing, then it can be assumed that the
soul has correctly Modeled withing soul the values and responses –
has Modeled The Master in that Personality at that Level.

—

My thoughts came from the direction that not all disOrdering can be
considered Bad, when – for example – the Order of Priority [Truth,
Justice, Order] and the 3 rd level version – where I exist – displays
that there is an inJustice – and makes the correction to Better
Justice – a disOrdering occur in that paradigm – a reOrdering to
align with the new Better State.

The same for inJustice related to finding and correcting for unTruth,
that once Less unTruth is found, both inJustice and disOrder in the
old paradigm occurs to bring Better State.

That should be enough of an example to Pass Back to Holy Ghost,
and many will get the outline and be able to expand. My Offering -
from what I Sifted and Assembled from the Infinite Quantum Mind,
..

.. just a suggestion from within this Day-Dream in this recursive
Dream – the male Form of Procreation. Conception.

—

3. Entanglement hang-over and new Days-of-Bread and
Multiverse Paths

I Felt some surprise at my recent reflection of the sense of jumping



around the Multiverse Paths, in the Reading of those around me –
as well as they might as well be different people as the 'Cave
Shadow' they are .. the Kaleidoscopic Projection looked the the
person I recently have been interacting with but internally they are
only a fractional overlap of them, often some mix of SuperSet and
SubSet, but different and a pretty reliable indication I have been
shifted .. there are a LOT of signs like that (and not all need the
ability to 'Ping' another soul, I use to getting a 'reading' from
changes in piles of cloths and other detritus in my area! The
Quantum States do not always Collapse to match) as the Holy
Simulation can not be perfect to those who know what to look for.

This is something I often think about when I discuss or think about
my older employment at UVM and my return back after my job in
industry – and the Stark differences, as well as the original
employment as a young man and the slide into Hell that started
when I switch from my 'work-study' job to the salaried staff position
and got the attention of the howling Witches in HR – in
Administration back then.

.. and how much better it was when I returned (so sad I was so
soul-crippled, carrying such horror and Crosses) the fantastic work
and environment – the beginning indication of weirdness was when
I was told that I should not being my dogs into work with me when I
stopped in on the weekends – when no one was around – the
reason as well as the secrecy of who complained still strikes me as
strange and touched on Vagina-god Satan Witch directed and I
have never been able to resolve that, and I would generally say that
any place you can not bring your dog to is not a good place –
without very good reason, like death allergies of someone in same
area.

I can spend a lot of time on trying to figure – to square it – with
anything that is not vile and evil .. the excuse given and clearly not
believed by the person was because groups object to dogs being
used in science (which I do not disagree, the intentional prolonged
torture of beagles by Satanic Powerful under some excuse recently
in the news comes to mind) that someone would see me going in
with my pet or coming out and .. their tiny evil retard brain would do
something? .. and they would .. do something?!

Sure. Whatever.

What other [forced] lie will follow?

I felt and feel bad – as I am sure he had no choice. Someone
'higher-up' made a request.

Why? Did the dogs cause a problem with the Witch-Spells that
were throughout the place?

Or would they react to those who would normally be able to travel
unseen and unnoticed, the demonic horrors the haunt the place
sucking of the souls of those enslaved? That have physical forms
but otherwise with a world or device will make you forget they were
there and the time spent under there control, and the dogs
interfered with that? .. one can wonder.

The man who I respected clearly did not believe the excuse either ..
and since on the weekends almost no one was ever around .. yea –
something Satanic and slimy and likely I missed some significant
Shift towards Evil, a Multiverse Jump that I hope I would not miss
today. The place is jammed with Witches and those in real power
are [almost] never those who hold the top positions.



—

Back to entanglement - things like unforgiveness .. in the Jumps if
you stay entangled (and enslaved to a demonic-anchored State)
you can end-up acting unJustly towards other – that might be Just if
the same Day-of-Bread as when they Wronged you – for example.

By Ordering all things with God at top, and ideally all things
Ordered correctly, including Passions, that those entanglement
should drop away with the 'Garment' reality as we move Day-of-
Bread to Day-of-Bread and Jumps though the multiverse .. tapping
heals and saying 'there is no place like Israel, there is no place like
Israel, ..' and being unEntanged and unEnslaved to Sin – !when
that happens! – we will be Back in the Holy Tent, perhaps Holy
Israel.

—

4. Satan's rewarding Female-Evil disOrdering and Destroying ..
for Profit

There will be a video I meditated on including and should be below.
I watched it last night waiting for the women who was spewing the
Satanic Narrative lies to follow with But all that is only the false
statements you are likely to hear, the real situations is ..

.. but with a kind of crushing sadness I realized that she was
actually not going to do that – besides being to competent, and
known interaction with the lawyer who is stating clearly with proof
all the proof and reasoning and history as to why the narrative is
not only False and unJust, but destructive to everyone of us (and
her.)

And I meditated of the sliminess of modern [professional] Western
womanhood and the Betrayal and Prostitutiveness of them, the
destructiveness of make Grandness and Wonderful Aspects for the
pocket change and the vicious gloating unreasoned putrid-soul
hatred of others who go against the Witch-Matriarchy Vagina-god
Satan Vagina-Supremacist Howling Baying Rabid-Dog female Hive-
Mind of Horror that is everywhere and in power .. like the Western
[Christian] Values-Hating immanent or fatherless Witch-twisted
retard who smashes in the skull with a brick some older white man
– perhaps advancing science or philosophy, a Champlain of real
positive society change, or even just a father supporting a loving
family – sneaking up or pretending to be friends and when back is
turned smashing their skulls and future and lives – for the pocket-
change.

Female-Evil.

And it is with Sadness that I once again realize that today – unlike
when I was young – must assume that every women is a vile lying
slimy vicious horror and protect ourselves and others from them,
with the rarity is the opposite – a total switch from when I was
young – before moving to this Center of Evil, Burlington Vermont –
near UVM.

—

I was considering my post yesterday where I made a similar
statement without all the 'not all' and other kneeling to the general
retarded vicious Witch-twisted cnt minds that we must all craw-too
and never be able to walk and move freely knowing that most
people are ready and trained and rewarded to crush our gonads if
we do not “pay the Witches' tax” by crippling ourselves every step



of the way .. like when you say or write 'Mankind' and you can sort
of hear all the demonic-mother's voices in everyone's head and the
brokenness of there ability to follow the line of argument anymore
because some are still entangled in the evil and for some the
screeching is too loud and they can no longer continue .. and if
physically present will have to interrupt or add when done – totally
derailing in the Satanic Goal Realization of evil – that most people
now say 'peoplekind' or 'you should say ..'

—

Recently somehow a conversation gave me a chance to bring up
how the #PublicDataBase would prevent what problem was being
discussed – that everyone including businesses and those who
worked in businesses could have Records posted by anyone they
wronged in some wa, and that would follow them around (and so it
would be the Sanctification of the now corpDragon international
wide evil that was once only local Witch-Whisper-Web between
nearly and justly powerless vicious lying cnts in gossip, that now
destroys entire lives and families and brings death and suicide and
murder and endless confused sufferings and frustration – a
potentially good argument for some pretty extreme responses for
the Satanic Evil festering in every family and every location where
two or three women interact and where fatherless dog-males as
becoming the norm in the generations of fatherless Witch raised,
educated, rewarded, propagandized, .. [adult] children who start
puberty more Satanic and Evil leaning each generation ..

.. where was I?

Oh, I barely got out a quick statement which was not even complete
– maybe even only part of a sentence – a regular sentence not the
'rambling' ones like above, or at least no much like .. and Oh, why it
would not work – even though it was clear she could not have an
idea of what it was I was suggesting, nor would any of the
interrupted objections be countered with even the basics .. because
she once saw a movie where some kind of thing once turned bad –
something that might or likely did not have anything to do with my
suggestion .. on and on.

Modern Western womanhood. Disrespect, retarded, if it did not
come from gov or 'professional' or approved then they will assume
– since you are a man – it is evil and directed toward whatever
weird twisted horror-thoughts they have been programmed,
assume they have some idea of what you say and think, .. and all
so hyper-empowered that the howling disOrdering unJustice Lying
natural results that follow from them and as a result is all good and
that any bad is because of you and would have been worse if they
were not crushing testicles and spreading poison and vomit and
sickness and ..

.. like an infant-minded retard playing with her own feces. When
you start to suggest it unhealthy, she starts rubbing it all over you
and the walls – while yelling “I'm Helping!!”

—

Which reminds me – because I did not claw on my knees with 'not
all women' and such – I noticed a clear change in behaviors of the
women I interacted with and observed .. you see now exists a
chunk of writing that they can point to and – disregarding all the rest
– knowingly lying – pointing to others and saying “see this! clearly
he is a ..” women hater, predator, untrustworthy, or whatever. Lack



of sense, proportion, unreasoned inbreed and indoctrinated male-
hate and fear, and such does the rest.

May God have Mercy.

What would be a good Cleansing would be if God sent a Real
pandemic that killed only post menapause women who were the
typical viscous vile baby-murdering child-taking (supporters of)
male-hating lying howling-evil vile F-ing cnts that most [who are in
power] are, and the Real pandemic stayed around and killed all
those who went that way to much once past menopause .. and
society make it expected that lying and other typical womanhood
allowed sins were punished publicly – and the option for
#TaserDuels (as I have outlined before – not the retarded version
most of you will assume I mean and so laugh about and deride -
you F-ing horrors!)

—

What is clear to me is we have long passed the point were regular
conversation with such people is even possible.

.. Leaving only writing where you can outline uninterrupted, and no
hyper-empowered screeching vile retard cnt can jump in with
'PEOPLEkind!' or 'I once saw a movie that showed how what I
imagine in my retarded fevered demonic-twisted cnt mind you were
likely to say – because I can read your evil-male brain!' or whatever
is the spin of Vagina-god Satan Witch-twisted Demon-leaning
thoughts Poisoning them - and so we must Suffer - at the time.

Womanhood .. such a good source for Holy Exercise towards
Better Charity.

Sad – like the Jesuits .. once such a source of good, now a Burden
and a Cross to Strengthen us.

—

—

May this be a Blessing to you and us all. [And all our Futures,
and our future Multiverse Pasts.]

—

—

Here is what I have put together yesterday - mostly – and have not
get to comment or even finish watching many of them, but I expect
and believe each is worth some attention.

—

—

“The Modernists Are Now Blatantly Lying To Cover Their Own
Sins”

by Return To Tradition

https://youtu.be/QoqP1JNAia0

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/d1w6hd3fclfurak
/The%20Modernists%20Are%20Now%20Blatantly%20Lying%20To%20Cover%20Their%20Own%20Sins.mp4

https://youtu.be/QoqP1JNAia0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/d1w6hd3fclfurak


—

—

—

About the 'only do this and sign this and you can continue' .. until
they have manipulated to the evil the evil-Zionist Witch's Goal is
reached.

Female-Evil slimy lying advancement od Satan until The Body of
Christ is Sickened even more., ..

-

“Death by 1000 Liturgical Cuts?”

by Dr Taylor Marshall

https://youtu.be/Sbth-0SrPsA

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/vmsalhhjhk180d2
/Death%20by%201000%20Liturgical%20Cuts.mp4

—

—

—

Good interview – Sad, but of course evil-Zionist anti-Logos
international Witch-Matriarchy ruling families' corpDragon media
are slimy Satanic Agents, and no matter what they told you, when
the time comes they will side with evil., ..

-

“Kim Iversen on leaving The Hill, defying corporate media
censorship”

by The Grayzone

https://youtu.be/i1YbWf_Mrxk

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/h24foo2a084xfri
/Kim%20Iversen%20on%20leaving%20The%20Hill-%20defying%20corporate%20media%20censorship.mp4

https://youtu.be/Sbth-0SrPsA
https://www.dropbox.com/s/vmsalhhjhk180d2
https://youtu.be/i1YbWf_Mrxk
https://www.dropbox.com/s/h24foo2a084xfri


—

—

—

“Galadriel and the Sisterhood of the Traveling Rings of Power |
Rage 117”

by HoneyBadgerRadio

https://youtu.be/PkQJive8G18

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/d6ol5gy0qj4pmid
/Galadriel%20and%20the%20Sisterhood%20of%20the%20Traveling%20Rings%20of%20Power%20Rage%20117.mp4

—

—

—

Tell me you are not so evil-Blind that you can not See the insanity
that the ruling elites are pushing!

Lying Censoring Western [Value-Based] Society evil-Zionist
Powerful Witches - the Horrors in Power decide Silence and
Censoring over information and clear warnings, Mind-F-ing
Nightmares forcing such soul & Institutional destroying howling
Curses on us all.

.. Female-Evil VagFeelie cnt horrors!, ..

-

“Saagar Enjeti: Public Health HYPOCRISY In Monkeypox vs
COVID”

by Breaking Points

https://youtu.be/RgoIMSMpOuA

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/gjr493rmoup45hn
/Saagar%20Enjeti%20Public%20Health%20HYPOCRISY%20In%20Monkeypox%20vs%20COVID.mp4

https://youtu.be/PkQJive8G18
https://www.dropbox.com/s/d6ol5gy0qj4pmid
https://youtu.be/RgoIMSMpOuA
https://www.dropbox.com/s/gjr493rmoup45hn


—

—

—

Yesterday's post (see PostScript below for URLs) was linked
another good Viva & Barnes where Robert Barnes – who Megyn
has had on and seems to know pretty well – makes clear Magyns
lies and-or incompetence.

It is sad to say, but my impression is she is Sucking-Off Satan's
Strap-On and openly lying, knowing very well that she is but
'bricking the scull of an older white man' and collecting what pocket
change of 'virtue-signal' and 'going with Satanic female hive-mind'
then Standing against such .. pitiful, and typical .. none but a Saintly
women will Ever Stand against such odds – and she is being the
typical example of why we must all assume these days - unlike
when were were younger or lived in a more Just reality – that most
[all powerful] women are slimy vile lying grasping virtueless male-
hating baby-murdering family-destroying child-taking horrors .. and
why not when so many are clearly so.

-

“Truth About Alex Jones, Immigration Crisis, and COVID Fear,
with Mayra Flores and Joseph Ladapo”

by Megyn Kelly

https://youtu.be/RsagOXeIFAw

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/n7564dq8d3isawr
/Truth%20About%20Alex%20Jones%2C%20Immigration%20Crisis
%2C%20and%20COVID%20Fear
%2C%20with%20Mayra%20Flores%20and%20Joseph%20Ladapo.mp4

https://youtu.be/RsagOXeIFAw
https://www.dropbox.com/s/n7564dq8d3isawr


—

—

.. might be a good time to ask again, ..

What kind of Media-Informer [Teacher, Prosecutor, Administrator,
Doctor, Gov-employee, co-worker, manager, service-worker, Judge,
Lawyer, Police, Soldier, Law-Maker, Juror, .., Astronaut] do you
want?

-

“As Alexandria Burns To The Ground”

by Colttaine

https://www.bitchute.com/video/VG5b4u0SElM

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/p7gjywy9yhuejv3
/As%20Alexandria%20Burns%20To%20The%20Ground%20-%20Colttaine%20-%20VG5b4u0SElM.mp4

—

—

—

I have spent time explaining the slimy lying horror cnts that now is
contained in [every?] group of 3 or more women working or near
each other, back-stabbing howling evil F-ing lying slimy cnts is the
standard to expect – inHuman life-destroying (baby-murdering,
child-taking, .. typical modern Western womanhood, soul-destroying
howling horrors) who coordinate their Witch-Whisper-Web and now
is coordinated with the Witch-Matriarchy.

Life destroying horrors that men who are being targeted have not
idea, unbelievable if you told them most would not believe such evil
horrors are all around us - and if they did realize the years of life-
twisting horror, with no possible way to stop or recourse – will be
attacked if they try – which the only recourse is to quietly kill them –
to prevent them from continuing destroying other's lives .. killing
may be Just .. but would be Wrong. God Demands Love and not
Death, and Demands better.

-

“Of Academics And Incels”

by Thinking-Ape

https://youtu.be/tHuu_ThcgDU

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/w336me634yg3jpy

https://www.bitchute.com/video/VG5b4u0SElM
https://www.dropbox.com/s/p7gjywy9yhuejv3
https://youtu.be/tHuu_ThcgDU
https://www.dropbox.com/s/w336me634yg3jpy


/Of%20Academics%20And%20Incels.mp4

—

—

—

This just showed up this morning and I plan to watch – but for now
it will have to go uncommitted on to add in this late in the morning,
but these guys are all worth sampling – at the very very least., ..

-

“Podcast: Deeper yet into the weeds: Pageau, Vervaeke,
Peterson”

by Jordan B Peterson

https://youtu.be/pzndbpwJtX0

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/ydq2eczkjprjqux
/Podcast%20Deeper%20yet%20into%20the%20weeds%20Pageau
%2C%20Vervaeke%2C%20Peterson.mp4

—

..I have been listening while getting this ready to [start to] Publish,
and sounds great so far!

-

“You must Look At what is Poisoning You.” good stuff.

—

—

—

The programs he worked on made a much larger impact on us all

https://youtu.be/pzndbpwJtX0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ydq2eczkjprjqux


then most you for example - assuredly do not understand., ..

-

“John Carmack: Doom, Quake, VR, AGI, Programming, Video
Games, and Rockets | Lex Fridman Podcast #309”

by Lex Fridman

https://youtu.be/I845O57ZSy4

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/qyutk07n46lkafh
/John%20Carmack%20Doom%2C%20Quake%2C%20VR
%2C%20AGI%2C%20Programming%2C%20Video%20Games
%2C%20and%20Rockets%20Lex%20Fridman%20Podcast%20309.mp4

—

Time | Subject

0:00 - Introduction

1:57 - Programming languages

33:01 - Modern programming

43:03 - Day in the life

50:53 - Hard work

54:06 - Pizza and Diet Coke

56:50 - Setup

1:22:08 - id Software

1:54:58 - Commander Keen

2:01:44 - Hacker ethic

2:09:24 - Wolfenstein 3D

2:29:21 - Doom

2:43:42 - Quake

3:08:02 - John Romero

3:15:49 - Metaverse

3:44:11 - Elon Musk

3:50:06 - Mars

3:59:09 - Nuclear energy

4:02:47 - AGI

4:49:59 - Andrej Karpathy

4:52:57 - Martial arts

5:01:57 - Advice for young people

https://youtu.be/I845O57ZSy4
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qyutk07n46lkafh


5:10:57 - Meaning of life

—

—

One of his fantastic algorithms is well described in this great video,
..

-

“Fast Inverse Square Root — A Quake III Algorithm”

by Nemean

https://youtu.be/p8u_k2LIZyo

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/e0g0iq79t4pt7hy
/Fast%20Inverse%20Square%20Root%20%E2%80%94
%20A%20Quake%20III%20Algorithm.mp4

—

-

Here is the Post which contains this excellent video with comment,
June 21st, 2021, Monday Noon Hour, 'Index Number 969:', ..

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/10226702750619200

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid02NkhQfJUUPxU5rdHXk2zTg9EhF2H1jMz3H1eJWF8UwfgXuQEUkuvmtKKwZRstwppPl
[Facebook disOrdering URL - for same post]

https://archive.ph/nhFUh [Facebook Blocked Update]

-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/sjehyzm77e7imeh
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%20969
%20%2C%20June%2021st%2C%202021%2C%202022
%2C%20Monday%20Noon%20Hour.pdf

Facebook Multiverse Journal Index Number 969 , June 21st, 2021,
2022, Monday Noon Hour

9.76MB ∙ PDF File

Read now

Read now

—

—

—

—

https://youtu.be/p8u_k2LIZyo
https://www.dropbox.com/s/e0g0iq79t4pt7hy
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
https://archive.ph/nhFUh
https://www.dropbox.com/s/sjehyzm77e7imeh


Because I absolutely enjoy this song and her amazing performance
– and perhaps you missed my earlier post with this video linked ..
here it is again!, ..

-

“Blinded by the Light (Manfred Mann); Drum Cover by Sina”

by sina-drums

https://youtu.be/Cz1VHwjNqMo

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/68cakqaavchjjxv
/Blinded%20by%20the%20Light%20%28Manfred%20Mann
%29%3B%20Drum%20Cover%20by%20Sina.mp4

—

.. watch her concentration .. and I am no drummer but this piece
makes 'Wipe-Out' look like child's play.

-

Congratulations to her for such Mastery!

Can you imagine her doing Anything she engaged-with half-assed?

—

—

May God have Mercy on us all.

—

PS. Yesterday Morning's Post – for continuity, ..

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid02W6Q4qJRyBR9XeBht46QG9euHyKsAVNWdWadysc7QKcqS34UqGrVLBYMiQpEzC4gml
[Facebook’s disOrdering URL]

Archived: [Facebook Blocked]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/0jwcxwkxei7ruf6
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201613
%20%2C%20August%208th%2C%202022
%2C%20Monday%20Morning.pdf

-

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1613

Archived: https://archive.ph/IyMNR

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/3qz1t4rfdjae5nm
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201613
%20%2C%20August%208th%2C%202022
%2C%20Monday%20Morning.pdf

https://youtu.be/Cz1VHwjNqMo
https://www.dropbox.com/s/68cakqaavchjjxv
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
https://www.dropbox.com/s/0jwcxwkxei7ruf6
https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://archive.ph/IyMNR
https://www.dropbox.com/s/3qz1t4rfdjae5nm


-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1403372054383693838

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108787280964213122

Archived: https://archive.ph/ANbnV

August 8th, 2022, Index Number 1613:

—

—

—

Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account files (till 31July2022);
the posts, comments, images, and more that are not yet Censored
..

https://www.dropbox.com/s/tamwl5gi7ufut1u/facebook-
for%20public%20-StevenWork%2031%20July%202022.zip

—

My 'Top' Public DropBox URL:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-
XEjQdQ2ATbA-a

—

Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to .., ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a

—

PDFs of the latest that have been collected (of many more)
Facebook Censored Posts – listed by Index Number, in DropBox
directory here, ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
/AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa

—

—

—

Links to this Post and others related:

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
number-1614

Archived: {to be added}

DropBox: {to be added}

-

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid0R2JBqyUAMLzuLQiDJHfYr72Qu9TQZKpTXUMfXdvGzwbVdEa7uXsiWSHmApgMdHRTl
[Facebook’s disOrdering URL]

Archived: [Facebook Blocked]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/j6cv5or6c8wzmkj
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201614
%20%2C%20August%209th%2C%202022
%2C%20Tuesday%20Morning.pdf

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1403775682235863042

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108793655521792482

Archived: {to be added}

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1403372054383693838
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108787280964213122
https://archive.ph/ANbnV
https://www.dropbox.com/s/tamwl5gi7ufut1u/facebook-
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z/AACvQgrKTwu-
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
https://www.dropbox.com/s/j6cv5or6c8wzmkj
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1403775682235863042
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108793655521792482


—


